
Machines, consumables and automation for objects printing

XRA
Water wash-out photopolymer

plate for pad printing

NO ALCOHOL

TOSH EXCLUSIVE

SPECIFIC FOR PAD PRINTING

MAXIMUM PRINTING QUALITY

MAX PRINTING DURABILITY

SERIE COMPACT
To make the best use of XRA, TOSH has developed the Serie Compact, a range
of complete units in a single machine, to combines exposure, drying and development.

In particular, the automatic development tank guarantees maximum control and 
repeatability in any climate condition, making the constancy of engraving accessible
to all operators.

Compact 370

Compact 520 Compact 760

 Mod. 370 Mod. 520 Mod. 760
 
Max cliché size  270x370 mm  370x520 mm  530x760 mm size
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You are welcome to contact us for further information



Photopolymer plate XRA

It is the only cliché specifically designed for pad printing, developed in collaboration with 
a leading photopolymer manufacturer, in worldwide exclusive for TOSH.

In its production process water is used instead of alcohol, making the process more ecological 
and economical, with minimal environmental impact.

It is proposed as the new point of reference of photopolymer cliché production for pad 
printing.

The XRA photopolymer cliché has a total thickness of 0.60 mm
and is available in all formats up to a maximum of 635 x 815 mm.

- It has an extremely compact and shiny surface, in order to guarantee an excellent doctoring 
alone-free.

- It has a surface hardness higher than 90 shore D, to ensure maximum resistance to wear, 
facilitating sliding with both ceramic and steel rings.

- Its durability under normal printing conditions can even reach 80-100,000 prints.

- It has a thicker steel base and better quality than the conventional plates on the market, to 
ensure the best resistance to oxidation, but above all to increase the capacity of doctoring with 
hermetic magnetic drive system.

- It is realized faster than traditional photopolymers and it is characterized by an excellent 
reproduction of both finer and wider lines. It can be screened up to 150 lines/cm. 

- Thanks to water as engraving agent it can be used in automatic development tanks
(Serie Compact) to ensure maximum control and repeatability in any climate conditions, 
making the constancy of engraving accessible to all operators, from the most experienced
to the less.

XRA | STRUCTURE

XRA | CHARACTERISTICS

protective film

photopolymer

adhesive

steel base

In the etching of XRA photopolymer plate, the angle (α) of the dot is more vertical
than the conventional photopolymer plates in use.
This peculiarity, at equal screening and percentage of blackening,
allows obtaining a cell that provides a greater quantity of ink.

This provides greater coverage in case of solid print and the possibility of using
a high-resolution screen (up to 150 lines/cm) if fine lines are to be printed.
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